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Narrowly surviving their encounter with Erasers in New York City, the flock is following up a lead on

their pasts in Washington, D.C. But what they find waiting for them is...a home?! How will the flock

adjust to a real school - one that doesn't involve mad scientists and genetic freaks?
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Another great installment of the Maximum Ride manga series. I would definitely recommend

it.(SPOILER ALERT!!!) Max begins to think she may be turning into an Eraser and questions what

exactly her feelings towards Fang are. In pursuit of the flock's parents, Iggy describes his disquiet

from not finding his parents through the recent lead and how the disappointment is more so for him

than for the rest of them. It's a very emotional part of the book and Iggy fans will absolutely LOVE it!

I won't say any more about the book, only that it's a must-have for anyone who loves the series!

I was thrilled when this came out but sadly it splits up the book. It IS a must have if you like the

series but warning: Here be cliffhangers *dramatic music*

I have a special needs child who is at a 3rd grade reading level. By accident one day she picked up

this book. An hour later I realized she was really into this book! Having the comic book layout helped

her to stay interested. This is a great series! Not for young kids though (it has a few bad words). I



am so excited for the 4th one she keeps asking for it!

Bought this as one in a series for my granddaughter's birthday. She simply loves these books and

they keep her reading over the summer months. A great buy for a great set of books. Great reads

for all ages!!!

My grandchildren introduced me to this series...best ever! Don't bother with the illustrated version

since it loses a lot when you have short sentences near a picture...you lose out on the plot. The

written out version gives you the feeling of flying with the kids and punching and kicking their way

out of trouble like mini ninjas! This series has 13 parts and I would recommend getting all 13 at one

time so you don't have to hunt down the next book in the series. We all read them in no time at all

and are great fans.

Maximum Ride was a wonderful book series and I think the manga series really brings it to life with

a few surprised of it's own, so it's never boring. I highly recommend this series to book lovers who

enjoy seeing their characters come to life.

My Thoughts - 5 out of 5 unicorns - I loved it!!**Checked out from the high school libraryOkay

remember I find reviewing these graphic novels/manga more difficult to do without giving away

things in the book. This series rocks and I canâ€™t wait to get the actual books and read them too!!

These are quicker to read than a book, so I can get through them much more quickly.Well since the

blurb already tells you, the flock moves to D.C. They meet a new friend where they find a home and

go to a real school. They still have plenty of battles with the erasers, but the erasers are getting new

tricks of their own. The flock is still finding new abilities and always backing each other up. There

are more mysteries and intrigue to keep you very interested. There is definitely nothing boring about

this series. My son canâ€™t wait to get his hands on this book to re-read it. He is so excited that

Iâ€™m reading books he has read. These are a great way to bond with your kids especially boys

since they tend to learn more towards this type of book.I canâ€™t wait to read book 4 in this series!I

highly recommend graphic novels/manga for all your reluctant readers and your kids who are very

visual. I also think they are a great break in between books or filler when you donâ€™t have time to

read a full novel.

Although I prefer the books, the manga is as entertaining as the books. I find the art fantastic, and



the story is well paced, and contains the important parts of the story. I thoroughly enjoy reading the

manga just as much as the books themselves. Very happy with my purchase
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